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This is invaluable as it offers a fresh perspective
to sales, focusing on a customer-oriented

approach rather than a product-focused one.

The readers will benefit from this workbook as
they will learn to integrate empathy and

gentleness into their sales strategy. 

"Sales should be a dance...a
harmonious exchange between you

and your prospective client." 

This workbook presents an insightful interview
with renowned sales strategist Daryl, exploring
how empathy and understanding can drive an

effective sales strategy.



REFLECTION/PERSONAL ANALYSIS

According to Daryl, what is sales all about? 

If a potential client seems uninterested, how would you
apply Daryl's empathetic approach? 

Based on Daryl's approach, how would you address these
customer pain points kindly and effectively? 

How can empathy invert the traditional sales method in a
positive way? 

True or False: Persuasion is about exerting pressure on
clients.



REFLECTION/PERSONAL ANALYSIS

What does Daryl mean when she says sales is like a
dance? 

How do you plan to implement Daryl's perspective of
sales into your routine? 

How can a sales strategy anchored in solving problems
create a powerful sales outcome? 

Fill in the Blank: The power of persuasion lies in your
ability to show _____________. 

How can the concept of empathy help improve customer
relationships?



REFLECTION/PERSONAL ANALYSIS

What steps could you take to implement a more
systems-oriented approach in your business? 

True or False: Profit is the sole aim of a business. Explain
why. 

Based on the article, how can focusing on a smaller
target improve your lead conversion rate? 

Imagine a scenario where growth leads to larger
operational demands. What measures will you adopt to
maintain profitability inline with growth? 

'There's not actually a finish line' - How do you interpret
this statement? Explain its relevance for continuous
improvement in business. 



REFLECTION/PERSONAL ANALYSIS

If empathy is good ethics and good business, how can you
cultivate it? 

Multiple Choice: Sales is about 
       a) Pushing products to customers 
       b) Pressuring potential customers 
       c) Identifying and addressing customer needs  

How important to you is the use of empathy in sales, and
why? 

Describe in your own words what 'the gentle art of
persuasion' means. 

From the resources mentioned, choose one that you're
interested in and explain why. 



REFLECTION/PERSONAL ANALYSIS

Enumerate changes you will make to your present sales
strategy based on Daryl's approach. 

After reading the interview, I feel _________ about sales.

 
State how this empathetic approach to sales is going to
enhance customer relationships and consequently sales
performance. 

Which resources would you use to improve your sales
strategy? 

How would you deal with a situation where a potential
customer doesn't acknowledge their pain points? 



REFLECTION/PERSONAL ANALYSIS

What is the most significant takeaway from the interview?

 
Plan on how you will include empathy and understanding
in your next sales meeting. 

True or False: Sales is solely about selling a product. 

According to Daryl, what should precede all sales efforts?

 
Based on the article, fill in the blank: "Sales should be a
____________ between you and your prospective client."



SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

Case Scenario: Your next sales call is with a resistant
customer. Using Daryl's advice, plan your approach.

Based on Daryl's approach, create a sales strategy
for a hypothetical product/service. 



LISTING/ENUMERATION ACTIVITY
Key Takeaways

Enumerate three pain points your customers usually face. 
1.
2.
3.

Write down 3 key lessons you learned from the interview and how
they will impact your sales strategy.
1.
2.
3.

List down three resources mentioned in the article which could help you
refine your sales strategy.
1.
2.
3.

Use these takeaways to enhance your approach to digital
marketing, copywriting, and lead generation in the future.



DARYL URBANSKI
FOUNDER | PRESIDENT OF BESTBUSINESSCOACH.CA 
HOST OF THE BEST BUSINESS PODCAST

Daryl Urbanski is best known for
his ability to create seven-figure,
automated income streams from
scratch.

First, as Senior Marketing
Director for Neurogym. He helped
generate over $1.6 Million USD in
under 8 months with a single
marketing strategy.

This became $7.5 Million USD in
3 years. He continued this
success with multiple clients.

He's now set on a mission to help
create 200 NEW multi-million
dollar businesses. How? 
Science & Accountability.

After 400+ expert interviews &
$50,000 in evidence-based
research. He uncovered 8 critical
business habits.

These 8 critical habits will
determine who survives &
thrives in these unprecedented
times and who succumbs.

Daryl has quickly climbed the
entrepreneurial ladder, gaining
respect from thousands of
business owners worldwide.

An author to speaker, marketer
to coach - Daryl's multi-faceted
business approach sets him
apart as one of the leading
business experts of his
generation.

https://members.bestbusinesscoach.ca/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/best-business-coach/
https://www.facebook.com/BestBusinessPodcast
https://www.youtube.com/c/DarylUrbanski


SUGGESTED TOPICS:SUGGESTED TOPICS:

 Self-efficacy1.
Personality Traits
Leadership Skills
Personal Disciplines

8 Critical Success Factors

  2. Strategic Planning
  3. Marketing Strategy  

 4. Market Intelligence
 5. Sales Strategy & Skills
 6. Money Management
 7. Business Operating         
1   Systems
 8. Business Intelligence

Self-Efficacy

Market Intelligence

Strategic Planning

Marketing Strategy

Sales Strategy and
Skills

Money Management

Business Operations 

Business Intelligence 
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Turning $50,000 USD into $212,484 USD with paid ads and
automation

Today’s case study is the CEO of another USA-based company.

Her business caters to women in their 40s. Women who are into
Reiki and other energy healing. Including alternative medicine
techniques.

She felt trapped by her dependence on her industry peers. And their
practice of promoting to each other’s patrons. She didn’t want others
to sell to her community. Or even share her base with them just so
her company can maintain growth. She wanted to be independent
without sacrificing sales.

Thus, she turned to Daryl for a marketing solution. A solution to give
her freedom from external influences.

Objectives

Establish a profitable, fully automated paid advertising campaign
to build her audience.
Determine who are the company’s best customers.
Attract new customers and turn them into the highest paying
clients.
Create a membership program for a stable income growth.

Case Study



What Daryl Did

Established a “golden path” for lead generation and client
acquisition process from the first to the sixth purchase.
Analyzed 20,000+ orders to determine who their best customers
are, where they come from, and how they make their purchases.
Set up a paid advertising campaign for the first step their best
customers took and automatically sent the next promotions for the
second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth products at the appropriate
time.

Results

Turned one-time buyers into multi-buyers in a predictable way
Many people who bought a one, bought a second and third item.
Immediate profit from paid ads was $212,484 but if we include
back end sales we grew her business by almost 26% or
$578,425.67.
Produced a larger buyer base and enabled her to expand them
without outside support.

Why It Was Smart To Work With Daryl

It was smart because he successfully helped her run a profitable paid
ad campaign. The money she spent grew at least three times. She
now has a larger list plus the ability to grow her list without any
outside endorsement. She has a predictable way to turn first-time
buyers into multi-buyers. She also has a clearer idea of who her target
market is, who her best buyers are, and the multiple ways to reach
them.

This has now become a cornerstone part of her business-enhancing
every single big promotion she has done since then… with a bigger
email list plus an understanding of how to use paid ads.









Almost Bankrupt to $1.6 MILLION USD in 9 Months with a
Single Marketing Strategy

Our case study for today is the CEO of a company that offers online
personal development courses.

Catering to women who follow Deepak Chopra, the movie “The
Secret,” and John Assaraf, he provides coaching on mindset,
hypnosis, neuro-linguistic programming, and positive affirmations.

The company encountered a stumbling block: multiple attempts to
launch a flagship product—a $20/month mindset membership—had
failed. They found themselves on the verge of bankruptcy.

The CEO and his team had to do everything in their power to save
the business. Either they go big or they go home penniless and
insecure.

Objectives

Generate funds to keep the business moving forward.
Launch products that sell.
Market the brand.

CASE STUDY



What we did

Established a standard lead generation and client acquisition
process using a six-hour webinar.
Harnessed the company’s 50+ strategic partner promoters which
earned the company approximately $550,000 from about 600
orders.
Sold $997 one-time or $397 three-time payment plan, with around
50 percent of sales going to the partners.
Gave a Contact Us number and assigned two phone sales reps to
take inbound calls.
Placed outbound calls to anyone who hit the order form during the
broadcast or clicked to see the order form from a post-event email
but didn’t purchase.

Created split tests for each step of the process when the partners
were promoting.
Made A and B versions of registration pages, reminder emails,
order forms—everything.
Took the winning versions and then set them up to play as if live
but on an automated basis.

Set up the process to run from Sunday to Saturday each week,
automatically.
Ran the six-hour event on Saturdays.
Sent multiple pieces of pre-event videos and homework materials
via email to build excitement.

Uploaded buyer emails to Facebook Ads and made a lookalike
list.
Created three ads with a $500 budget and ran them on Facebook
to the lookalike audience of our 550+ buyers to register for the
event “happening this week”.



Doubled the ad spending using the profit from the week before.

Results

Earned $1.6 million in front-end sales (excluding back-end
products and services sold).
Made $7 million in sales in just under three years.
Installed a massive income stream, including paid ads and
customer service, requiring only three or four people to run it.
Launched several other products under the new company brand.

Why it was smart to work with us

It might be hard to believe how they got back on their feet and
earned millions. But Daryl’s marketing strategy worked; this company
is one of the many who swear by it.

    Listen to Daryl’s interview with Kent Martin about how they grew
the business: https://members.bestbusinesscoach.ca/inside-a-7-
million-dollar-automated-funnel-building-up-to-over-300000-
facebook-followers-from-scratch-with-kent-martin-2/.

https://members.bestbusinesscoach.ca/inside-a-7-million-dollar-automated-funnel-building-up-to-over-300000-facebook-followers-from-scratch-with-kent-martin-2/
https://members.bestbusinesscoach.ca/inside-a-7-million-dollar-automated-funnel-building-up-to-over-300000-facebook-followers-from-scratch-with-kent-martin-2/
https://members.bestbusinesscoach.ca/inside-a-7-million-dollar-automated-funnel-building-up-to-over-300000-facebook-followers-from-scratch-with-kent-martin-2/
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For more helpful articles, visit our website.

You can also follow us on:
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